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We find several conditions on a locally compact Abelian group G necessary
and sufficient that G+, the group G in the topology inherited from its Bohr
compactification, is realcompact. We show further for such G that every continuous
real-valued function from a closed subgroup of G+ extends continuously over G+;
when in addition G is discrete, every continuous function from a subgroup of G+
to a complete metric space extends continuously over G+. These results respond to
several of the questions posed by E. K. van Douwen [Topology and Its Applications
34 (1990), 6991].  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
With every topological group G there is associated a compact Hausdorff
group bGthe so-called Bohr compactification of Gand a continuous
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compact groups and continuous homomorphisms, bG and b are determined
by this property: for every continuous homomorphism h from G into a
compact group K there is a continuous homomorphism h from bG into K
such that h=h b b. (See Heyer [33](V94) for a careful examination of bG
and its properties. For an early construction when G is a locally compact
Abelian Hausdorff group, see Anzai and Kakutani [2]; for such groups G
the group here denoted bG is there called the universal Bohr compactification
of G. To our knowledge, bG was first defined and examined in the
unrestricted setting by Alfsen and Holm [1]; in their terminology, bG is
the maximal compact representation.)
When G=(G, T) is maximally almost periodic in the sense of
Von Neumann [43] (that is, for eG{x # G there is a continuous
homomorphism hx into some compact Hausdorff group K such that
hx(x){eK), the homomorphism b is an isomorphism and bG is the Weil
completion [64] (G, t) of G in the topology t induced on G by the class
of all continuous homomorphisms from (G, T) into compact groups. In
the present paper, given a maximally almost periodic group G=(G, T) ,
we denote by G+ the group G in the topology inherited from bG=(G, t).
For such G the identity function id: G  G+ is continuous, and id is a
homeomorphism if and only if (G, T) is a subgroup of a compact
Hausdorff group.
The topological groups we consider henceforth are assumed to satisfy the
Hausdorff separation property. As is well known [30](8.4), such groups
are Tychonoff spaces (i.e., completely regular, Hausdorff spaces).
It is a non-trivial fact, crucial to the development of Pontrjagin duality,
that every locally compact Abelian group is maximally almost periodic.
The question of the disposition or placement of a locally compact Abelian
group G with its Bohr topology within its Bohr compactification has been
investigated by many workers. It is known for such G, for example, that
G+ is sequentially closed in bG in the sense that no sequence from G+ can
converge to a point of bG"G+ (G. A. Reid [48], P. Flor [18]). And
Glicksberg [23] has shown that every locally compact Abelian group G
respects compactness in the sense that a subset A of G is compact in the
topology of G if and only if A is compact in the topology of G+. (See
[13](3.4.1) or [62] for related results.) More recently one of us [58] has
shown that every locally compact Abelian group respects in addition
pseudocompactness and the Lindelo f property. In contrast, normality is
not respected: A locally compact Abelian group G has G+ normal if and
only if G (equivalently, G+) is _-compact [59], [60]. Hughes [34] has
found appropriate generalizations of Glicksberg’s theorem to (not
necessarily Abelian) locally compact groups. Generalizing Glicksberg’s
theorem in a different direction, it is shown in [9] for a locally compact
Abelian group G that if AG and N is a closed, metrizable subgroup of
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bG then A } (N & G) is compact in G if and only if [aN : a # A] is compact
in (bG)N. The present paper continues the line of investigation suggested
by the above-cited works of Varopoulos, Glicksberg, and Trigos-Arrieta.
We show that a locally compact Abelian group G is realcompact if and
only if G+ is realcompact; however, not every locally compact Abelian
group respects realcompactness (indeed, an example to this effect may be
chosen with G discrete). As indicated in our Abstract, these results respond
to certain questions posed by van Douwen [14]. Motivated by another
question there, we show for every locally compact Abelian group G that
every closed subgroup H of G is C-embedded in G+; indeed when G is
discrete Abelian and H is a subgroup of G, every continuous function
f : H+  S with S completely metrizable extends continuously to f : G+  S
(see 6.3 below).
The work of van Douwen [14] contains certain additional problems
which our methods seem inadequate to settle. We comment on some of
these and raise some related questions in 97.
The authors gratefully acknowledge helpful suggestions received from
Dieter Remus and Robert F. Wheeler.
2. Realcompact Spaces
Given a class P of spaces, the epi-reflective hull of P, here denoted P , is
the class of spaces homeomorphic to a closed subspace of a product of
spaces from P. With PI =[[0, 1]] and PR =[R], and with PM and PCM
the class of metrizable spaces and the class of completely metrizable spaces,
respectively, we have: PI is the class of compact, Hausdorff spaces; PR is
the class of realcompact spaces introduced (in different language) by
Hewitt [29] (see [21] for characterizations); and PM=PCM is the class of
topologically complete (or, Dieudonne -complete [12]) spaces. (That
PM=PCM derives from the fact that every metric space Y is closed in a
product of completely metrizable spaces: If K is the metric completion of
Y then each space K"p is completely metrizable and the ‘‘diagonal’’ in
6[K"[ p] : p # K"Y] is a closed homeomorph of Y.) The class-theoretic
inclusion PRPM is proper if and only if there is an Ulam-measurable
cardinalthat is, a cardinal } with a countably additive measure
+ : P(})  [0, 1] such that +(})=1 and +([!])=0 for each !<}. The
following theorem is attributed by Gillman and Jerison [21] to Mackey
[40].
Theorem 2.1. A discrete space D is realcompact if and only if |D| is not
Ulam-measurable.
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Given a Tychonoff space Y and XY, we say that X is C*-embedded in
Y [resp., C-embedded; resp., M-embedded; resp., CM-embedded] in Y if for
S=[0, 1] [resp., S=R; resp., S # PM ; resp., S # PCM] every continuous
f : X  S extends continuously to a function f : Y  S. The part of the
following theorem concerning ;X is the familiar StoneC8 ech compactification
theorem; the part concerning vX is due to Hewitt, who introduced real-
compact spaces and established many of their basic properties [29]. For
proofs of 2.2 and related results, see [21] or [7].
Theorem 2.2. For every Tychonoff space X there are a compact space
;X, a realcompact space vX, and a topologically complete space #X, each
containing X densely, such that X is C*-embedded [resp., C-embedded; resp.,
M-embedded] in ;X [resp., vX; resp., #X]. The spaces ;X, vX and #X are
unique up to homeomorphisms fixing X pointwise, and X#XvX;X.
For every space Y we write
C(Y)=[ f # RY : f is continuous], and
C*(Y)=[ f # C(Y) : f is bounded].
Given f # RY we write Z( f )= f &1([0]), and we set Z(Y)=[Z( f ) : f #
C(Y)]. The elements of Z(Y) are called zero-sets of Y, and sets of the form
Y"Z with Z # Z(Y) are called cozero-sets of Y. Further following [21], we
say that subsets Wi of Y (i=0, 1) are completely separated in Y if there are
disjoint zero-sets Zi of Y such that WiZi (i=0, 1).
Given a space Y and XY, we denote by X Y and X Y respectively the
closure and the G$ -closure of X in Y. Thus
X Y=[ y # Y : every G$-set in Y containing y hits X].
We say that X is G$-closed in Y if X=X Y.
It is immediate from the definition that for every class P of spaces and
Y # P , every closed subset X of Y satisfies X # P . When P=P R or P=PM
something more can be said, as we show in 2.3.
Theorem 2.3. (a) Every G$-closed subspace of a realcompact space is
realcompact.
(b) Every G$-closed subspace of a topologically complete space is
topologically complete.
Proof. It is clear that R"[0] is homeomorphic to a closed subspace of
R_R, hence is realcompact. We note also that if Z=Z( f ) with f # C(Y)
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then the map from Y"Z into Y_(R"[0]) given by y  (y, f ( y)) is a
homeomorphism with closed range, so Y"Z is realcompact if Y is realcom-
pact. Now to prove (a) let X=X YY with Y realcompact and let
F=[ f # C(Y) : X & Z( f )=<]. From X=f # F(Y"Z( f )) it follows that
X is homeomorphic with a closed subspace (the ‘‘diagonal’’) of the
realcompact space >f # F(Y"Z( f )), so X itself is realcompact. The proof of
(b) is similar. K
We claim no novelty for 2.3 and its proof, which are included for the reader’s
convenience. For example, 2.3(a) may be gleaned from [21](8.14, 8.9).
3. Realcompactness of G+
The Bohr compactification bG defined in 91 for every maximally almost
periodic group G is readily identified in concrete form in the case that G
is a locally compact Abelian group. Let G be the Pontrjagin dual of G and
identify G algebraically with its image in TG under the isomorphism
i : G  TG =K given by (ix)h=h(x) # T(x # G, h # G ); then bG=G K.
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a locally compact Abelian group and let p #
bGTG . Then p # G bG if and only if p is continuous on every countable subset
of G .
Proof. For every G$-subset V of bG containing p there is countable
SG such that V$[q # bG : p | S=q | S]; of course q | S is continuous on
S if q # G. K
Every closed subgroup H of a locally compact Abelian group G is itself
a locally compact Abelian group, hence maps isomorphically onto the
topological subgroup H+ of bH. We next establish the relations we need
among the groups G, H, bH and bG.
Theorem 3.2. Let H be a closed subgroup of the locally compact
Abelian group G. Then
(a) H is closed in G+;
(b) H+ is a topological subgroup of G+that is, G+ induces on H
the Bohr topology of H;
(c) bH=H+bG; and
(d) (GH)+=G+H +.
Proof. (a) For every x # G"H there is h # G such that h#1 on H and
h(x){1 [30] (23.26), so H is the closed set
H=, [ker(h): h # G , Hker(h)].
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(b) It is enough to recall [30] (24.12): Every h # H extends to an
element of G .
(c) This is immediate from the uniqueness aspect of the Weil completion
[64]: There is exactly one compact group containing H + as a dense
topological subgroup.
(d) Both groups are GH with the weak topology induced by GH@ . (See
[57], [58](2.2) for a detailed argument.)
Now we respond to van Douwen [14] (Question 4.16).
Theorem 3.3. Let G be a discrete Abelian group. Then G+ is realcompact
if and only if |G| is not Ulam-measurable.
Proof. (if) we have |G |2|G|, so |G | also is not Ulam-measurable (cf.
[21](12.4), where Ulam-measurable cardinals are called ‘‘measurable
cardinals’’). It is then immediate from Varopoulos [61] that every element
of bG which is continuous on every countable subset of G is in fact
continuous on G , so 3.1 gives G+
t
=G+. Thus G+, being G$-closed in the
(real)compact space bG, is itself realcompact by 2.3(a).
(only if) The required conclusion holds if |G||, so we assume |G|>|;
it then follows from [20](16.1) that there is a subgroup H=i # I Hi of G
with |I |=|G| and each Hi cyclic, |Hi |>1. Let xi be a generator of Hi and
set X=[xi : i # I]. Each group of the form (X"A) (with AX) is closed
in H+ by 3.2(a), so from
(H+"(X"A) ) & X=A (*)
it follows that X is a discrete subspace of H + (take A=[xi]). Relation (*)
implies also that X is closed in H+: If x # X (X)=(X) then there is
finite AX such that x # (A) , and (*) gives a neighborhood in H+ of x
meeting X in the finite set A. Since H+ is a closed subspace of G+ by 3.2
it is realcompact, so X itself is realcompact. It follows from 2.1 that |X|,
which is |G|, is not Ulam-measurable. K
Remark 3.4. Van Douwen [14](4.15) credits to A. Dow an alternative
proof of ‘‘only if ’’. See also [25].
Notation 3.5. For a space X the compact-covering number }(X) of X is
defined by the relation
}(X)=min { |F | : X=. F, each F # F is compact= .
Discussion 3.6. Although (as we shall see) the number }(G) plays a
definitive role in determining whether a locally compact group is realcompact,
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it is well to notice that every such group is topologically complete. To see
this let G be locally compact and let H be an open-and-closed _-compact
subgroup of G [30](5.14). Like every Lindelo f space the space H is
realcompact [21](8.2), hence topologically complete. The space GH of left
cosets is discrete [30](5.21), hence topologically complete, and topologi-
cally G is the product G=H_GH.
We determine next when it occurs that a locally compact Abelian group
is realcompact in its Bohr topology.
As usual, we say for spaces X and Y that a function f : X  Y is closed
if f [A] is closed in Y whenever A is closed in X. For a proof of the following
useful lemma, see [30](5.18).
Lemma 3.7. Let G be a Hausdorff topological group and let H be a
compact subgroup of G. Then the usual quotient map , : G  GH from G
onto the space GH of left cosets is a closed function.
Theorem 3.8. For a locally compact Abelian group G, the following
statements are equivalent.
(a) G is realcompact;
(b) every open-and-closed, _-compact subgroup H of G has |GH| not
Ulam-measurable;
(c) some open-and-closed, _-compact subgroup H of G has |GH| not
Ulam-measurable;
(d) }(G) is not Ulam-measurable;
(e) }(G+) is not Ulam-measurable;
(f) G+ is realcompact;
(g) G+ is topologically complete.
Proof. (a) O (b). Given H as in (b), let XG satisfy |X & pH|=1 for
each p # G. Then X is closed in G and hence realcompact; since X is discrete
the number |X| , which is |GH|, is by 2.1 not Ulam-measurable.
(b) O (c) is obvious (since every compact subset of G with nonempty
interior generates an open-and-closed, _-compact subgroup).
(c) O (a). The argument in the paragraph following 3.5 shows for H
as in (c) that G is homeomorphic to the product H_(GH) with H
Lindelo f (hence, realcompact) and with GH realcompact by 2.1.
(c) O (d). With H as in (c) clearly }(G)| } |GH|, so }(G) is not
Ulam-measurable.
(d) O (c). Given an open subgroup H of G, every compact subset of
G meets only finitely many cosets of H. Thus |GH|| } }(G).
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(d)  (e). The identity }(G)=}(G+) is given by the theorem of
Glicksberg [23] cited in our Introduction.
(f) O (g). Every realcompact space is topologically complete.
(g) O (f ). Like every subgroup of a compact group, the group G+
has the countable chain condition (c.c.c.). It has been noted by several
authors (see for example Engelking [17] (Exercise 8.5.13(h))) that every
topologically complete c.c.c. space is realcompact. Indeed letX be such a space
with X closed in a product >i # IMi with each Mi metric, and assume without
loss of generality that ?i[X]=Mi for each i # I. Each Mi is a c.c.c. metric space,
hence separable, hence Lindelo f, hence realcompact, so X is realcompact.
(d)  (f). There is a locally compact subgroup K of G with a
compact-open subgroup S such that G is topologically isomorphic to the
topological group Rn_K [30](24.30). Let , : K+  K+S+=(KS)+ be
the natural homomorphism. As usual, , is a continuous, open function; in
the present case, S being compact, , is in addition a closed function by
Lemma 3.7. It is clear also that ,&1([ pS]) is compact in K+ for each
pS # K+S. Thus , : K+  (KS)+ is continuous, open, closed and perfect.
It then follows from the work of Ponomarev [47] and Frol@ k [19] (see
also Engelking [17](3.11.14, 3.11.G)) that K + is realcompact if and
only if (KS)+ is realcompact. Since KS is discrete this latter condition
is equivalent to |KS| not Ulam-measurable by 9.1, hence to (d); since
(Rn)+ is realcompact (being _-compact) and G+=(Rn)+_K+, the former
condition is equivalent to (f).
Remarks 3.9. (a) Evidently our proof in Theorem 3.8 of the equiv-
alence of properties (a), (b), (c) and (d) is valid for every locally compact
(not necessarily Abelian) group G.
(b) There are many instances in the literature of spaces shown to be
topologically complete (or even realcompact) in a weak topology induced
by one or another set of functions; among the papers of this genre
discussed and interpreted in the wide-ranging survey article of Wheeler
[66] it is enough here to cite Corson [11], Haydon [26], and Koumoullis
[39]. As in 3.8 above, the presence or absence of Ulam-measurable
cardinals is crucial in determining whether certain topologically complete
spaces are realcompact, but Koumoullis [39] describes an additional inter-
esting phenomenon which we, perhaps extending slightly his intention,
interpret as justification for the informal statement that neither real-
compactness nor topological completeness is a ‘‘topological property’’:
there is a space, denoted M{(R+1) in [39](page 430) and defined absolutely
in ZFC, consisting of measures on R+1 (hence surely of non-Ulam-
measurable cardinality), which is realcompact under MA +cCH and is
not topologically complete under CH.
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4. When G+ is Hereditarily Realcompact
The results of this and the next section depend heavily on the work of
Ross and Stromberg [50], of Blair [3], and of Blair and Hager [4]. We
begin in 4.14.4 by summarizing the contributions we need.
Theorem 4.1 (Ross and Stromberg [50]). Let G be a Hausdorff locally
compact group and let U be open in G. Then U G # Z(G).
To our best knowledge the following concept was first introduced into
the literature implicitly by Isbell [35] and explicitly by Henriksen
and Johnson [27]; see also Hager [24] for additional citations and
applications.
Definition 4.2. Let Y be a space and let XY. Then X is z-embedded
in Y if for every Z # Z(X) there is W # Z(Y) such that Z=W & X.
Evidently a C*-embedded subset (of any space) is z-embedded. In
particular, a compact subspace of any Tychonoff space is z-embedded. In
what follows we use the approach of [3] and [4] to show that in our
context certain z-embedded sets are in fact C-embedded.
Definition 4.3 (Blair [3]). A space Y is an Oz space if every open subset
of Y is z-embedded in Y.
Theorem 4.4 (Blair [3, (5.1)]). For each space X, the following conditions
are equivalent.
(a) X # Oz;
(b) every dense subset of X is z-embedded in X; and
(c) every regular-closed AX satisfies A # Z(X).
To make this paper more nearly self-contained, we extract from
Blair and Hager [4] the argument necessary to prove Theorem 1.1(a) of
Blair [3].
Theorem 4.5. Let X be a space and let FX be z-embedded in X.
(a) If F is completely separated in X from every Z # Z(X) disjoint
from F, then F is C-embedded in X.
(b) If F # Z(X) then F is C-embedded in X.
Proof. It suffices to prove (a) and for this, according to [21](1.17 and
1.18), it is enough to show that if Wi # Z(F ) are disjoint (i=0, 1) then
there are disjoint Zi # Z(X) such that Zi$Wi . Choose arbitrary Fi # Z(X)
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such that Fi & F=Wi , note that F0 & F1 # Z(X) and F0 & F1 & F=<, and
let C # Z(X) satisfy F0 & F1 & C=< and C$F. Then Zi :=Fi & C
(i=0, 1) are as required. K
While realcompactness is a closed-hereditary property, it is obvious from
the fact that every Tychonoff space X embeds topologically into Rw(X) that
not every subspace of a realcompact space need be realcompact. We show
next that very few spaces of the form G+ are hereditarily realcompact.
Theorem 4.6. For a locally compact Abelian group G, the following
conditions are equivalent.
(a) G+ is hereditarily realcompact;
(b) [0] is a G$-subset of G+;
(c) G is metrizable and |G|c; and
(d) the topology of G+ contains a metrizable group topology.
Proof. (a) O (b). According to Theorem 4.1 the space X=bG satisfies
condition (c) of 4.4; hence G+"[0], being dense in bG, is z-embedded in
bG and hence in G+. If (b) fails then vacuously G+"[0] is completely
separated from every Z # Z(G+) disjoint from G+"[0], so G+"[0] is
C-embedded in G+ (by 4.5) and hence v(G+"[0])=v(G+). This
contradicts the relations v(G+)=G+ and v(G+"[0])=G+"[0], which
follow from (a).
(b) O (c). The set [0] is a G$-subset of the locally compact Abelian
group G, so G is metrizable [30] (8.5). The topology of G+ is induced by
G , so some countable subgroup H of G separates points of G. The map
i : G  TH defined by (ix)h=h(x) # T is an isomorphism, so |G||TH |=c.
(c) O (d). It is a theorem of Hewitt and Stromberg [32] (cf. also
[30](24.48)) that every locally compact Abelian group G satisfies /(G)=
}(G ) (here / denotes ‘‘local weight’’); hence G is _-compact, and further
w(G )=}(G ) } /(G )=/(G) } }(G)| } c=c
(see [30](24.14) or [5](3.14)). Now let N be a compact subgroup of G
such that G N is metrizable. (The existence of such a subgroup is a theorem
of Kakutani and Kodaira [38]; see also [30](8.7) or [5](3.7).) It is a
theorem of Kakutani [37], generalized later by Itzkowitz [36] to the case
of arbitrary compact groups, that every compact Abelian group K satisfies
d(K)=log(w(K)). In the present case, using the fact that G N is _-compact
and metrizable, we then have
d(G )d(N) } d(G N)=log(w(N)) } |log(w(G )) } |=|,
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so as in the implication (b) O (c) some countable subgroup H of G
separates points of G. The map i : G  TH defined by (ix)h=h(x) # T is an
isomorphism which imposes on G a metrizable group topology contained
in the topology induced by G ; this latter is the topology of G+.
(d) O (a). The topology T given by (d) makes G a totally bounded
metrizable space, so (G, T) is separable metrizable and hence hereditarily
realcompact. The identity function id: G+  (G, T) being continuous,
G+ itself is hereditarily realcompact [21](8.18). K
Remarks 4.7. (a) In order that the four conditions of Theorem 4.6 be
equivalent to the simpler condition |G|c, it is necessary and sufficient
that 2|<2(|
+). Indeed if 2|=2(|
+) then the groups G0=b(G0)=
[\1](|+) and G1=b(G1)=T(|
+) are examples of compact groups Gi with
|Gi |=c for which the conditions of 4.6 all fail. Conversely it is not difficult
to show that if 2|<2(|
+) then every (not necessarily Abelian) locally com-
pact group G with |Gi |=c is metrizable and hence satisfies condition
4.6(c). Indeed every locally compact group G is homeomorphic to a topo-
logical space of the form Rn_K_D with D discrete and K a compact
group (cf. [6](93.4A) for references to the literature), and the compact
group K (if infinite) satisfies |K|=2w(K) (cf. [31](28.58(c) or [5](3.1));
from |K||G|c and 2|<2(|+) then follows w(K)|, so K (and hence
G) is metrizable.
(b) It is clear from Theorem 4.6 that, as was mentioned in the
Introduction, realcompactness is not a property respected by locally
compact Abelian groups. For a simple example to this effect, note that
every subspace of a discrete group G with |G|=c+ is realcompact, but G+
is not hereditarily realcompact.
(c) While Theorem 4.6 indicates just when it is that the topology of
G+ is nestled between two metrizable topologies, it should be mentioned
that G+ itself is metrizable if and only if G is compact metric (in which case
G=bG=G+). Surely if G is compact metric then its continuous image G+
is also compact metric (and the isomorphism id: G  G+ given by
id(x)=x is a homeomorphism). Suppose conversely that G+ is metrizable.
Then G+ is first countable, so bG is first countable and hence metrizable
[30](8.3). From the theorem of Reid [48] and Flor [18] cited in our
Introduction it then follows that the dense set G+ is closed in bG, so
indeed G+=bG.
(d) Our proof in Theorem 4.6 of the implication (a) O (b) leaned
heavily on the work of Ross and Stromberg [50] and Blair [3]. Results
much like theirs have been proved independently by S8 c epin [51], [52] and
Tkac$ enko [55], respectively. Specifically: S8 c epin [52] has shown that
every (locally) compact group is regularly }-metrizable, hence [51] has the
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property that each of its regular-closed subsets is a zero-set. (In the
terminology of S8 c epin [51], [52], such a space is perfectly }-normal.)
Since perfect }-normality is inherited by dense subspaces (cf. [3](5.3(a)) or
[52]), our implication (a) O (b) may be achieved by juxtaposing S8 c epin’s
work with this result of Tkac enko [55]: Every G$-dense subspace of a
perfectly }-normal space is C-embedded.
Other workers have obtained results in the same direction. For example,
Herna ndez and Sanchis [28] have shown that every G$-dense subset of a
compact group is pseudocompact (a result generalized in [8]), and Noble
[46] showed that every G$-dense subspace of a product of separable
metric spaces is C-embedded.
(e) For another use of [3] and [4] in connection with realcompactness,
see Wheeler’s treatment [65](5.2) of Corson’s criterion [11](Lemma 9)
that a Banach space be realcompact in its weak topology.
5. Extending Continuous Functions: G Arbitrary
We have noted already in Theorem 3.2 that every closed subgroup H of
a locally compact Abelian group G remains closed in the topology of G+
and inherits from G+ the topology of H+. This observation renders attractive
and reasonable the following question, raised (when G is discrete Abelian)
by van Douwen [14]: Given such H and G, must H+ be C-embedded in
G+? An appealing approach to this question is suggested by another question
raised (again, in the discrete Abelian context only) in [14]: Is G+
necessarily normal? (Clearly an affirmative response to this latter question,
coupled with the TietzeUrysohn extension theorem, would furnish an
affirmative answer to the former question.) It has been shown recently by
one of us [59], [60], however, that this approach via normality to van
Douwen’s problem on C-embedding succeeds only rarely, in special
circumstances: A locally compact Abelian group G has G+ normal if and
only if G is _-compact [59], [60]; in particular for G discrete Abelian the
group G+ is normal if and only if |G||. (That G+ is normal when G is
_-compact is easily seen: G+ is itself _-compact in this case, hence Lindelo f
and hence normal.)
We show here in Theorem 5.6, notwithstanding these results from [59],
[60], that every closed subgroup H of a locally compact Abelian group G
has H+ C-embedded in G+. Then in 96, restricting to the case that G is
discrete, we show more: H+ is even CM-embedded in G+. Easy examples
in 96 show that this latter conclusion can fail when G is a (not necessarily
discrete) locally compact Abelian group.
We begin with a consequence of 4.14.4.
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Theorem 5.1. Let G be a locally compact Abelian group and let H be a
closed subgroup of G. Then
(a) H+ is z-embedded in bH; and
(b) H+ is z-embedded in G+.
Proof. By Theorem 4.1 the space X=bH satisfies condition (c) of
Theorem 4.4, so statement (a) follows from the implication (c) O (b) of
4.4. By Theorem 3.2 the space bH is a (compact hence z-embedded)
subspace of bG; the relation ‘‘is z-embedded in’’ is clearly transitive so H+
is z-embedded in bG and hence in the intermediate space G+. K
Lemma 5.2. Let G be a metrizable locally compact Abelian group and let
H be a closed subgroup of G. If either
(i) |G|c or
(ii) |GH|c,
then H+ # Z(G+).
Proof. It is enough to prove H+ # Z(G+) assuming (ii). The group
GH is locally compact [30](5.22) and metrizable [30](8.14(b)) so by
Theorem 4.6 (applied to GH in place of G) the set [H] is a G$-subset of
(GH)+. Then [H] # Z((GH)+) and since the natural surjection , : G+ 
G+H+=(GH)+ is continuous we have H+=,&1([H]) # Z(G+). K
Lemma 5.3. Let G be a locally compact Abelian group and let H be a
closed subgroup of G. If either
(i) G is metrizable and |GH|c, or
(ii) H is open in G, or
(iii) }(G)c,
then H+ is C-embedded in G+.
Proof. Theorem 5.1(b) shows that H+ is z-embedded in G+, so by
Theorem 4.5(a) it is enough to show that for every Z # Z(G+) with
H+ & Z=< there is W # Z(G+) such that H+W and W & Z=<.
If (i) holds we have H + # Z(G+) by Lemma 5.2(ii), so it is enough to
take W=H+.
If (ii) or (iii) holds we first use Theorem 5.1(a) (applied to G+ and bG
in place of H+ and bH) to find Z1 # Z(bG) such that Z1 & G+=Z. Since
Z1 is a compact G$-subset of bG there is a compact, G$-subgroup N of bG
such that Z1=Z1+N [50](2.4); the group (bG)N is then compact
metrizable [30](8.5).
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If (ii) holds then the group W :=H+(N & G) is open in G, so GW is
discrete and
|GW|=|G+W+||G+(N & G+)||(bG)N|c;
it follows from Theorem 4.6 or from Lemma 5.2(i) applied to GW that
[W+] # Z((GW)+), so W+ # Z(G+) and W is as required.
If (iii) holds we invoke again the structure theorem proved in [30]
(24.30): There is a locally compact subgroup K of G with a compact-open
subgroup S such that G is topologically isomorphic to the topological
group Rn_K. Clearly S is a G$ -subset of G; since N is a G$ -subset of bG
the set N & S is a G$-subset of G, so G(N & S) is metrizable ([30](8.53)).
Since }(G(N & S))}(G)c and each compact metric space has
cardinality not exceeding c, we have |G(N & S)|c } c=c. Now N & S is
compact in the topology of G, so by Lemma 3.7 the natural map
, : G  G(N & S) is a closed function. Thus ,[H] is closed in G(N & S),
and it follows from Lemma 5.2(i) (applied to G(N & S) and ,[H] in place
of G and H) that ,[H] # Z((G(N & S))+). The map , : G  G(N & S) is
continuous viewed as a function from G+ onto G+(N & S)=
(G(N & S))+, so defining W=H+(N & S) we have W=,&1(,[H]) #
Z(G+). Clearly H+W and W & Z=<, so W is as required. K
Corollary 5.4. Let G be a locally compact Abelian group and let H be
a closed subgroup of G such that |H|c. Then H+ is C-embedded in G+.
Proof. Let A be a compact subset of G with nonempty interior. The
subgroup G$ of G generated by H _ A is open in G and satisfies }(G$)c.
The inclusions H+(G$)+G+ are then C-embeddings by 5.3(iii) and
5.3(ii), so H+ is C-embedded in G+. K
In order to achieve in 5.6 the principal contribution of this section, we
need the following ‘‘factorization theorem’’ of Tkac enko [56].
Theorem 5.5. (Tkac enko [56]). Let H be a totally bounded group and
let f : H  X be continuous with X a metrizable space. Then there are a
separable metric group M, a continuous surjective homomorphism ? : H  M,
and a continuous function h : M  X such that f=h b ?.
Theorem 5.6. Let G be a locally compact Abelian group and let H be a
closed subgroup of G. Then H+ is C-embedded in G+.
Proof. Given a continuous function f : H+  R, let M, ? and h be as in
5.5. Since ? is uniformly continuous there is a continuous homomorphism
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? : bH  M (with M the Weil completion of M) such that ? | H=?. Since
? is a quotient map the group M is topologically isomorphic to the
quotient (bH)K (with K=ker(? )). Now K & H + is closed in H+, so
K & H is closed in H and hence the group H(K & H) is locally compact;
it follows that H(K & H) is closed in G(K & H). Since
|H+(K & H+)||(bH)K|=|M |c
it then follows from Corollary 5.4 (applied to H(K & H) and G(K & H) in
place of H and G) that (H(K & H))+ is C-embedded in (G(K & H))+.
Now let , denote the natural projection , : G  G(K & H), and for
x # H + define f

(x+(K & H))=f (x). Clearly f

is well-defined from
H+(K & H)=(H(K & H))+ to R. For U open in R, since f : H +  R is
continuous and f &1(U)=( f

b ,)&1 (U)=,&1( f

&1(U))H + we have
,&1( f

&1(U)) open in H +; since , | H : H  H(K & H) is a quotient
function viewed as a function from H+ to (HK & H))+, the set f

&1(U) is
open in (H(K & H))+. Thus f

# C((H(K & H))+) and there is
g





. Since , is continuous viewed as a
function from G+ to (G(K & H))+ the function g=g

b , satisfies fg #
C(G+), as required.
6. Extending Continuous Functions: G Discrete
This Section is devoted to a proof of the assertion that when G is a
discrete Abelian group, every continuous function from a (necessarily
closed) subgroup of G+ to a complete metric space extends continuously
over G+ (that is, in the terminology introduced in 92, every subgroup of
G+ is CM-embedded).
As usual, we say that a Tychonoff space Y is strongly zero-dimensional if
for disjoint zero-sets Zi of Y (i=0, 1) there is an open-and-closed set AY
such that Z0AY"Z1 . It is well known (see for example [17](6.2.12))
that a Tychonoff space Y is strongly zero-dimensional if and only if ;Y is
strongly zero-dimensional.
While we know of no statement in the literature equivalent to or
stronger than the following lemma, components of our reasoning will
surely be familiar to many readers; see in particular Ellis [16](3.1).
Notation 6.1. (a) For XY and A P(Y), we write A | X=
[A & X : A # A];
(b) given s # |n with n<|, for k<| the symbol sk denotes the
concatenation function sk=s _ [(n, k)] # |n+1.
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Lemma 6.2. Let Y be a strongly zero-dimensional Tychonoff space and
let X be a C-embedded subspace of Y. Then
(a) X is Z-embedded in Y;
(b) for every open-and-closed subset C of Y and for every countable
cover U of C & X by cozero-sets of X, there is a countable cover V of C by
pairwise disjoint open-and-closed sets such that V | (C & X) refines U; and
(c) every continuous function from X to a complete, separable metric
space extends continuously over Y.
Proof. Given continuous f : X  Z let g # C(Y) satisfy fg. With
W=[n+ 12: n # Z] the sets g
&1(Z) and g&1(W) are disjoint zero-sets of Y
so there is an open-and-closed subspace A of Y such that g&1(Z)A
Y"g&1(W). For y # A there is ny # Z such that ny& 12<g( y)<ny+
1
2. The
function h : Y  Z given by h( y)=ny ( y # A) and h( y)=0 ( y # Y"A) is
continuous and satisfies fh, as required.
(b) For U # U there is a cozero-set U of ;X such that U & X=U.
Since U is _-compact and ;X is (strongly) zero-dimensional, for U # U
there is a countable family A(U) of open-and-closed subsets of ;X such
that U = A(U). Then A(U) | X is a countable cover of U by open-and-
closed subsets of X. Let [Ak : k<|] be a well-ordering of U # U A(U) | X
and take Bk=Ak" i<k Ai ; then B :=[Bk : k<|] is a countable cover of
C & X by pairwise disjoint open-and-closed subsets of X such that B refines
U. Since C is strongly zero-dimensional and C & X is C-embedded in C, it
follows from part (a) (applied to C & X and C in place of X and Y) that
the family B extends to a cover V of C as required.
(c) Let f : X  S be continuous with S=(S, \) a complete, separable
metric space such that \-diam S<1. We will define an |-branching tree
T=n<| Tn , indexed by the set |<|=n<| |n, with these properties:
(i) T0=[Y];
(ii) each level set Tn (n<|) is a cover of Y by countably many
pairwise disjoint open-and-closed sets, with Tn indexed by |n;
(iii) each C # Tn satisfies \-diam f [C & X]<12n ; and
(iv) if C=Cs # Tn&1 with 0<n<|, then C=k<| Csk ;
(v) Tn+1=[Csk : s # |n, k<|].
Define C( )=Y with ( ) the empty function and set T0=[C( )]. Then
(i), (ii), and (iii) are satisfied for n=0. Suppose that m<| and that Tn has
been defined for nm. We define Tm+1. Since S is hereditarily Lindelo f,
for C=Cs # Tm there is a countable cover W of f [C & X] by relatively
open sets of \-diameter less than 12m+1. Let U=[ f &1(W) &
(C & X) : W # W], let V be a cover of C as given by part (b), write
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V=[Csk : k<|], and use (v) to define Tm+1. It is clear that (i) through
(v) are satisfied for n=m+1.
The definition of Tn (for n<|) is complete. For p # Y and n<| there
is by (ii) a unique C( p, n) # Tn such that p # C( p, n). For p # Y the sequence
[C( p, n) : n<|] is nested and satisfies \-diam f [C( p, n) & X]<12n, so
there is a unique point, denoted f ( p), in the set n<| f [C( p, n) & X]S.
That f  f is clear, and continuity of f at p follows from the fact that for
n<| every point y in the neighborhood C( p, n) of p satisfies \( f ( p),
f ( y))<12n . K
It is noted independently in [14] and [10] that for every discrete
Abelian group G, the group G+ has a basis of open-and-closed subsets.
Subsequently Shakhmatov [54], [53], responding to an additional ques-
tion from [14], made a deeper observation: Every totally bounded group
with a basis of open-and-closed subsets is even strongly zero-dimensional.
Together with Lemma 6.2(c) this gives a proof of the following result.
Theorem 6.3. Let G be a discrete Abelian group and let H be a subgroup
of G. Then H+ is CM-embedded in G+.
Proof. Let f : H+  S be continuous, with S a complete metric space.
Since H+ is a c.c.c. space the same is true of f [H+] and hence of f [H+]S.
This latter is a complete, separable metric space. Since G+ is strongly zero-
dimensional by Shakhmatov’s theorem, and H+ is C-embedded in G+ by
Theorem 5.6, Lemma 6.2(c) completes the proof. K
Remarks 6.4. (a) As an alternative to Theorem 5.6, the condition in
6.3 that H+ is C-embedded in G+ is available also from Lemma 5.3(ii).
(b) The cases S=R, S=Z and S=[0, 1] of Theorem 6.3 respond
affirmatively to questions posed explicitly by van Douwen [14].
(c) The conclusion of Theorem 6.3, that H+ is CM-embedded in
G+, is not available in general when H is a closed subgroup of a (not
necessarily discrete) locally compact Abelian group G. Counterexamples
can be based on elementary connectivity considerations, as follows. Fix a
cardinal number }>0, set H=[\1]}T}=G, and let f : H  [\1] be
one of the projection functions; since H and G are compact we have
H=H+=bH and G=G+=bG, and clearly no continuous g : G  [\1]
extends f. (A more extensive class of examples of locally compact Abelian
groups G with a closed subgroup H such that H+ is not [\1]-embedded
in G+ is available via these results of Trigos-Arrieta [58](2.4, 2.6(b)): For
every locally compact Abelian group G the component of the identity in G
and the component of the identity in G+ are equal as sets; thus G+ is
connected if and only if G is connected.)
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7. Remarks and Questions
Discussion 7.1. We noted in the proof of Theorem 3.3 (‘‘only if ’’) that
for every discrete Abelian group G with |G|>| there is a closed, discrete
subset X of G+ such that |X|=|G|. (An extended proof of a stronger state-
ment is given by Hart and van Mill [25].) Since G+ is a c.c.c. space and
X is not, it is immediate (as noted by van Douwen [14]) that the closed
set X is not a retract of G+. More generally, for every locally compact
Abelian group G with }(G)>| some closed subspace of G+ is not a
retract of G+; this follows from the result quoted earlier of Trigos-Arrieta
[59], [60]: For each such G the space G+ is not normal. These remarks
leave unanswered two questions posed explicitly by van Douwen [14]: For
G discrete Abelian, is every countable, closed subset of G+ a retract? For
such G, is every (necessarily closed) countable subgroup of G+ a retract?
The first of these questions was answered in the negative by Gladdines
[22]; the second remains open.
At one time it seemed to the present authors that the best approach to
the C-embedding problems treated in this paper, at least in the discrete
case, might be via retracts. Although other arguments proved adequate to
our purposes, the following question, while no longer crucial to the present
study, remains unanswered.
Question 7.2. Let G be a discrete Abelian group and H a subgroup
of G.
(a) Is H+ M-embedded in G+?
(b) Is H + a retract of G+? What about the case |H|=|?
7.3. Remarks Concerning Question 7.2. (a) If algebraically H is a
direct summand of G then H+ is a retract of G+, in fact by a continuous
homomorphism; indeed in such a case from G=H_GH we have G+=
H+_(GH)+. More generally: In order to answer 7.2(b) (and hence
7.2(a)) affirmatively it would be enough to handle the case where G is
divisible. To see this, given HK with K arbitrary discrete Abelian, let G
and D be (copies of) the divisible hull of H and K respectively, with
HGD. Since the divisible group G is a direct summand of D
[20](21.2), a retraction from G onto H yields a retraction from D (hence
also from K ) onto H.
(b) It is useful to notice that (even in the context of strongly zero-
dimensional, normal spaces) the CM-embedded property is strictly weaker
than the M-embedded property. Thus an affirmative answer to Question
7.2(a) is not a formal consequence of Theorem 6.3. For an example to this
effect let Y be the Michael Line [41] and let X=QY. (As a set, Y is the
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real line R; points of Y"X are isolated, and neighborhoods of points of X
are as in the usual topology of R.) We will establish three facts.
(i) Y is strongly zero-dimensional;
(ii) X is CM-embedded in Y; and
(iii) X is not M-embedded in Y.
(i) This follows from a general theorem of Dowker [15](2.2). Here
is a direct argument. Recall first that Y is normal (indeed, hereditarily
paracompact [17](5.1.22)). Now given disjoint closed subsets Fi of Y
(i=0, 1) let f : Y  [0, 1] be continuous with f #i on Fi and choose
s # (0, 1) such that s  f [X]. The sets f &1([0, s)) and f &1((s, 1]) are open
in Y, and f &1([s]) also is open in Y (being a subset of Y"X). Thus
A := f &1([0, s]) is an open-and-closed subset of Y satisfying F0A
Y"F1 .
(ii) This is immediate from (i) and Lemma. 6.2: Since Y is normal its
closed subset X is C-embedded; and every continuous function f from X
into a complete metric space S maps X into the separable complete metric
space f [X]S.
(iii) We show that the metrizable space X is not a retract of Y. Let
r be a continuous function from Y into X. By the Baire Category Theorem
for R in its usual topology there is x # Q such that int R clR r&1([x]){<,
so there are distinct x$, x" # Q & clR r&1([x]). Then x$, x" # clYr&1([x])=
r&1([x]), so r | X is not a bijection; in particular, r is not a retraction of
Y onto X.
Discussion 7.4. Throughout this paper we have used freely a number
of non-trivial properties enjoyed by locally compact Abelian groups G,
among them these: G is maximally almost periodic; G satisfies Pontrjagin
van Kampen duality; G respects compactness; every closed subgroup of
G is dually embedded and dually closed in the sense of [45] (cf. [30]
(24.12)); G has the structure G=Rn_K for a closed subgroup K with a
compact-open subgroup. While these strong conditions have led us to
strong conclusions concerning realcompactness and the extension of
continuous functions defined on closed subgroups, it is not difficult to find
topological groups which, though they are not locally compact Abelian
groups, nevertheless satisfy some of the properties given in the conclusions
of our principal results. (For example: Every locally compact group G,
whether or not Abelian, is realcompact if and only if }(G) is not Ulam-
measurable; and every compact group G, whether or not Abelian, has each
closed subgroup H=H+ C-embedded in G=G+.) Attempting to determine
the full range of applicability of the arguments developed in this paper, we
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cite from the literature the following theorems, which help to identify some
of the obstacles and problems associated with generalizations.
(a) (Von Neumann [43]; Von Neumann and Wigner [44]) Not
every locally compact Hausdorff group is maximally almost periodic.
(b) (Noble [45]) Given a maximally almost periodic Abelian group
G and a closed subgroup H of G, the set H may fail to be closed in the
topology of G+.
(c) (van der Waerden [63], Moran [42]) Not every maximally
almost periodic discrete group respects compactness.
(d) (Remus and Trigos-Arrieta [49]) Not every Abelian group
which satisfies Pontrjaginvan Kampen duality respects compactness.
The following quite general question suggests a road for future study.
Problem 7.5. Find an interesting class C of maximally almost periodic
groups, containing the class of compact groups and the class of locally
compact Abelian groups, such that every closed subgroup H of each G # C
satisfies: H+ is C-embedded in G+.
In preliminary attempts to respond to 7.5 we have focussed on the class
of maximally almost periodic locally compact groups. The following
specific questions seem worthy of study.
Question 7.6. Let G be a maximally almost periodic locally compact
Hausdorff group.
(a) Find conditions on G equivalent to the condition that G+ be
realcompact. In particular: Does the equivalence (d )  ( f ) of Theorem 3.8
hold?
(b) Does every closed subgroup H of G satisfy: H+ is C-embedded
in G+?
We hope to return to these issues in a later communication.
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